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Energy Harvesting with Functional Materials and Microsystems (Devices, Circuits, and Systems)CRC Press, 2013

	For decades, people have searched for ways to harvest energy from natural sources. Lately, a desire to address the issue of global warming and climate change has popularized solar or photovoltaic technology, while piezoelectric technology is being developed to power handheld devices without batteries, and thermoelectric technology is being...
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A Practical Guide to Information Systems Process ImprovementCRC Press, 2000
When you invest in expensive technology and systems, you want to get the most out of them. Process improvement has been used for years as an effective strategy to reduce costs, shorten cycle times, improve quality, and increase user satisfaction in other areas of business such as Quality, Manufacturing, and Engineering. While there are many books...
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The Economics of Cloud Computing: An Overview For Decision Makers (Network Business)Cisco Press, 2012

	In my conversations with customers, partners, and peers, one topic seems to bubble to the surface more than any other: How do I financially justify the move to the cloud?


	Initially, the notion of a business case for cloud computing seemed almost redundant. It seemed to me that the cost savings associated with...
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Fisher Investments on TechnologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The sixth installment of the Fisher Investments On series is a comprehensive guide to understanding and analyzing investment opportunities within the Technology sector. Fisher Investments on Technology can help you quickly become familiar with this highly diversified sector, how the sector is segmented by industries, their...
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Windows Azure PlatformApress, 2011


	In the past couple of years, cloud computing has emerged as a disruptive force in the information

	technology (IT) industry. Its impact is of the same magnitude as the Internet and offshoring. Gartner

	Research has identified cloud computing as one of the “top 10 disruptive technologies 2008–2012.”

	According to...
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Microsoft SharePoint 2010 End User Guide: Business Performance EnhancementPackt Publishing, 2011

	An essential hands-on guide, this book describes functionality, ideas and terminology related to SharePoint and applies the knowledge to enhance your business. This is not a heavy technical book for the professional IT department power user, weighed down with technical jargon and techniques, but a tutorial full of great advice and short cuts...
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Plan Your Financial Future: A Comprehensive Guidebook to Growing Your Net WorthApress, 2018

	
		Get your financial life in order. This comprehensive and objective guidebook will help you grow your net worth on a steady and increasing basis, regardless of your income level.

	This new and expanded edition covers changes and strategies to maximize financial benefits and planning resulting from the recent tax legislation,...
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Money Machine: The Surprisingly Simple Power of Value InvestingAMACOM, 2017

	Put your money to work--the smart way.


	Overheard a seductive stock tip? Saw a story on a promising new product? Stop chasing quick payoffs that will never pan out. If you want to succeed in the market, start thinking of stocks as money machines.


	Investing in the market doesn't have to be reckless...
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Free/Open Source Software DevelopmentIdea Group Publishing, 2005
In the last few years, free and open source software has gathered increasing
interest, both from the business and the academic worlds. As some projects in different
application domains, like Linux together with the suite of GNU utilities,
GNOME, KDE, Apache, sendmail, bind, and several programming languages, have
achieved huge...
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Beginning ASP.NET 1.1 Databases: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2004

	This book picks up where Beginning ASP.NET: From Novice to Professional left off, focusing on database programming with ASP.NET. As an ASP.NET developer, you probably need to access your databases quickly and efficiently. This book will provide you with the skills to do so, teaching you best practices and methods that will help...
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SmartDraw For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
Welcome to SmartDraw For Dummies, the book written especially for those who are lucky enough to have discovered the best business graphics program on the market and want to find out how to use it in time to finish that report, sales presentation, or product brochure that was due yesterday.

Have you ever needed to create a graph of recent...
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How to Make Money in Alternative InvestmentsMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Your investing options aren’t confined to    stocks, bonds, and mutual funds. Those    are merely the most common investments    and, as recent history proves, certainly not the    safest or most profitable. How to Make Money    in Alternative Investments introduces you to    more than 40 places to invest your money    outside the...
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